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Pump/Coatings Team Up To Save The Customer
Over $100,000 by: Jim Kennedy and Richard Sledge
Just a reminder: If you want

A large corn processing plant uses a large

Horner Logo Gear visit our

Ingersoll Rand, Axial Flow Process Pump in

Horner Web Store. We have

their process that experienced a bearing failure.

logos from all divisions and you

The bearing failure caused the impeller to rub

can customize your gear.
There are name brands like
Carhartt available to logo. You

up against the inside of the pump case causing a large cut in the housing. The customer
sent the pump to the OEM (Original Equipment

product with superior wear resistance. Over 1”

computer just type in the

Manufacturer), where they welded on the case,

of Inconel was applied to the flange surface to

website below.

which in turn caused more damage to the case

bring it back to its original dimensions. The shaft

by warping the input flange. Which then had to

sleeve was sprayed with Stellite, which is a low

be machined to have it match the inlet piping.

friction hard coating that is designed to run up

This was done on more than one occasion and

against the packing. The tips of the impeller

the last time this happened the OEM told the

and the impeller itself were TIG-welded with a

customer that the pump could no longer be

special stainless repair rod and machined back

repaired. The plant was looking at having to pur-

to size. After the machining was finished the

at: jacqueline.keen@hornerin-

chase a new pump at $120,000. The customer

impeller was balanced. Horner’s Pump Shop

dustrial.com

sent the pump to Horner to try to repair it before

reassembled the unit and installed new bear-

purchasing a new one.

ings and seals.

Horner’s Thermal Spray and Industrial Coatings

A big shout out of appreciation goes out to

division sprayed the housing and shaft and

the Horner team across the board for helping

restored it back to its original size and design.

to save the customer an enormous amount of

The bore and flange surface were sprayed with

money by giving them a quality repair on a prod-

Inconel, which is a high-grade stainless-steel

uct they were told was scrap and unrepairable.

can order from your phone or

http://horner.
wbgcompanystore.com
If you need help just come see
Jacqueline Keen in Marketing
if you are in Indy or email me

Jeff Sanders’
(Springfield) Father
Honored in Nascar
Race
Jeff Sanders (Springfield)
lost not only his father this
past June but his mentor and

1500 HP DC Drive Changeout

by:Bill Roper

hero. A friend of the family

One of our Horner custom-

bled, control voltage concerns

who races the Xfinity series

ers had a mid 70’s Reliance

addressed, buss concerns,

for Nascar and Jeff’s brother

Engineered

an

fuse sizing addressed, inte-

who is the gam man for the

AB PLC-5, it was operating

grators concerns discussed,

#52 Jimmy Mean Car had

a Banbury Mixer application.

parts and materials ordered.

an idea to put Jeff’s father’s

The existing drive was dam-

Conference calls were con-

military picture on the car for

aged in a minor fire and was

ducted with the Bardac team,

the race in Kentucky. Jeff’s

only operating on 3 out of 6

Horner team and integrators.

father was from Kentucky.

caps. Due to the damage and

The customer had a confined

On the back of the car was

loss of pertinent feedback to

time frame for the drive chan-

the Bible verse from John

monitor quality, our customer

geout so the site work began on

4:19 “We love because he

made the decision to replace

a Saturday through Tuesday to

first loved us.”

the existing drive with a new

have the drive up and running

So Carl Edwin Sanders final-

Bardac DC drive. Bardac was

production. Mark Tribby - EFS

No one on this team had per-

ly got to go 188 miles an

chosen due to the availability

and Dan Sneary-Springfield,

formed the specific task of set-

hour around the track! What

of the drive which was 2 weeks

teamed up for the changeout.

ting up a Bardac modern drive

a great memorial.

out on an expedited basis. No

The talent level of our Horner

to communicate with an older

other drive company could

technicians on a job like this

vintage AB PLC-5 which was

provide delivery inside 16-18

is extraordinary. The change-

an existing engineered system.

weeks. David Whited, Inside

out work was 90% complete

After some impressive work

Sales at our Springfield loca-

by Sunday evening. Circuits

during commissioning the team

tion, came up with the idea to

were confirmed Monday morn-

started the drive, and the cus-

bring on Bardac Drives several

ing and the communication

tomer was running the mixer

months earlier. What a smart

between the AB vintage PC

on the schedule we committed

idea for our customer’s David!

with the modern Bardac drive

the project to be complete. A

Multiple site visits by Jim

work began. Tom Wagner,

well-earned thank you to all

Delawder,

&

Horner Drive Engineer, along

who put in the long hours and

Mark Tribby were scheduled

with an AB integrator and

effort into this project to make

to ensure the Bardac drive

experienced Bardac integrator

this a successful upgrade on a

would fit the existing enclosure,

teamed up to accomplish a

critical Banbury Mixer applica-

installation team was assem-

challenging task.

tion for our customer.

Drive

Dan

with

Sneary
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Monon Walk/Bike Trail Indianapolis Art Project
As Indianapolis continues its beautifca-

Each section was a welding challenge and

tion and bike/walk friendly projects in the

involved helium gas to allow the welds

city, Fan and Fabrication was awarded to

to get hot enough to penetrate the thick

fabricate a piece by a local artist for the

aluminum being joined. The sculpture in

popular Monon Trail. This walking and bike

the drawings and pictures are not the

path stretches more than 20 miles from

final product, there were some structural

Indianapolis North.

supports put in for shipping and it will be

This art piece will be installed near the Sun

powder coated still. But thanks to Fan

King Distillery in Carmel, IN on the Monon

and Fabrication, Horner has a part in the

Trail. This sculpture is about 30 ft. tall and

Indianapolis culture.

11 ft. wide and has 3 sections. This made

Thanks to Tracy Brown, Steve Bell, Sam

it easier to ship to the customer. Each sec-

Jones, and Jeremiah Cottongim for their

tion was made from 3/4” aluminum tubing.

work on this project.

by: Walter Ireland

Wastewater Panel Room Floods
Electrical Field Service recently got a call

are a few of the wastewater processes that

to come out and do water damage control

depend on reliable liquid level sensors and

on an electrical panel room at a wastewa-

switches:

ter facility. The room was flooded when

Low-level alarms for leak detection

they got there and their job was to check

High-level alarms for emergency shutoff

all the electrical components, replace and

procedures

repair as needed to get the panels up and

Chemical mixing

working again.

Storage inventory monitoring and man-

The ability to control, manage and monitor

agement

also replaced the transformers. Great job

liquids is a key part of wastewater treat-

The electrical field service team noted that

team on getting this wastewater facility up

ment. For this reason, a variety of differ-

one float (liquid sensor) was sticking and

and moving again.

ent types of liquid level sensors are used

thus the water rose without an alarm.

throughout the process. At just about every

The water was vacuumed out, and the

stage in wastewater treatment, you can

electrical components (starters for pumps,

find liquid level sensors and float switches

motors, and fan) were dried out using a

playing an important role. The following

heat gun, rags, and vaccums. The team
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Steel Manufacturer
Learns Value of
Thermography

Woodruff Place
Fountains
Indianapolis

by: Ralph Coonce

One of the services offered by

people are very skeptical about

wire in contact was loose by

Woodruff Place was the first

Horner FS is thermography

the validity of paying for.

two turns! After tightening the

“suburban” neighborhood in

inspections. It is primarily used

Matt Brown is one of the guys

screw, the temperature reduc-

Indianapolis. Located just over a

to inspect energized electrical

who perform these inspections

tion was apparent.

mile from downtown, the area’s

systems.

and recently had the opportu-

Here are photographs of the

significance lies in its unique

We look for electrical equipment

nity to make a new convert of

before and after thermal images

character as a planned residen-

that is hotter than it is rated for,

a skeptic. During an inspection

A success story, that could have

tial community created within a

as well as for balanced temper-

in a steel plant, Matt identified

prevented the failure of a piece

park-like atmosphere. Though

atures. Temperature imbalance

what he diagnosed as a loose

of equipment, or a fire due to

not exactly a convenient loca-

can occur due to uneven cur-

connection. His escort scoffed

the heat.

tion in 1872, as it was nearly an

rent flow, or a loose connection

at the idea, but went through

Nice job Matt, and welcome to

hour by wagon from the center

causing heat.

the motions to pacify Matt by

the new convert into the 21st

of town. Woodruff Place is the

It is another one of those “black

checking it.

century.

home of historic fountains, and

box” technologies that some

He found the screw holding the

these fountains need maintenance. Horner Field Service
removes the pumps and motors
in the fountains in late Fall and
stores them through the Winter,
and in Spring install them for the
season. The motors and pumps
are maintenanced as needed,
but these are very obsolete

Our New Faces
Patrick Phillips
Reg. Sales Manager
APG

James (Rick) Bailey
Mechanic
Springfield

Michael Watson
Shipping/Receiving
Toshiba Warehouse

Joshua Bishop
Shipping/Receiving
Cincinnati

Gary Frost
Machinist
Springfield

Michael O’Connor
MFS
Indianapolis

Chris Neu
Machinist
Springfield

Dakota Aurand
Mechanic
Indianapolis

Douglas Pfaff
Mechanic
Indianapolis

Daren Johnson
Parts
Springfield

Grant Renner
Mechanic
Springfield

Kieya Jennings
Stock
APG

Stephanie Koutek
Technical Writer
Indianapolis

Robert Mackrill
Shipping/Receiving
Indianapolis

Tyler Skinner
Intern
APG

pumps so Horner has to keep
nursing them to health. The
neighborhood has gotten some
special grants that can cover the
costs. Since this neighborhood
is so close to Horner it’s more of
a neighborly thing to do.
Another reason the neighborhood
is special is because one of our
own lives there, Mari Garing from
APG.
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The Big Picture: Tony Lawless
Story by: Jon Shoulders for Salute Magazine

Tony Lawless certainly saw his share of

tems, Lawless was deployed to ports of

service Lawless went to work for vari-

scary moments during 24 years of service

call around the world, including Japan,

ous private defense contractors, plying the

around the world with the U.S. Navy. But he

Thailand, Singapore, Italy, Hong Kong,

mechanical trade skills the Navy taught

wouldn’t trade a moment of it. The son of a

Spain and the Philippines, to name just a

him. He eventually relocated from Virginia

20-year Air Force veteran, Lawless headed

few. “You’re trained to be an ambassador

Beach to Greenwood with his wife, Donna,

for boot camp soon after graduating from

when you’re out there in a foreign country,

in 2004. He currently works at Indy based

Fairborn Baker High School in Ohio in the

and once you leave the ship you know

Horner Industrial Group, a pro-veteran

mid 1970s, with an eye toward working on

you are representing the United States, he

electrical and mechanical repair and main-

airplanes and helicopters during his time

stresses. “They want you to have a good

tenance business, and to this day he cred-

in the service. “Growing up with my dad, I

time, but they also want you to know that

its the military for not only teaching him the

kind of felt like I had already been in the Air

the whole world is watching.”

value of discipline, patience and hard work,

Force, so I wanted to do something differ-

In March 1986 Lawless found himself in the

but with offering him valuable skills for ful-

ent,” he recalls. “l always had a fascination

Mediterranean Sea on the USS America,

filling lifelong career.

with aircraft carriers and being out on the

one of a group of aircraft carriers that

“The best advice i ever got was ‘Dont run

water.”

crossed into the Gulf of Sidra.

Libya’s

away from something, run toward some-

Surprisingly, Lawless recalls boot camp in

leader, Muammar Gaddafi, had claimed,

thing’” he says. “Don’t get out of the military

Great Lakes, Illinois, as really easy, simply

contrary to international law, that the entire

because they made you work a 12 hour

because there wasn’t time during the busy

gulf was his territory, calling it the Line of

Saturday and you’re mad about it. Get out

17-hour days to ponder the many tasks,

Death. The U.S. maintained its right to

because you found soemthing better for

orders and physical demands. Humor also

conduct operations in international waters

yourself, or you’re going to go get educated

played a part in getting him through those

within the worldwide standard of 12 nauti-

or something like that. Always try to think of

early days. “We all lined up on oµr first day

cal miles outside a country’s shoreline,

the bigger picture.”

with orders from our recruiter in our hand,”

and on March 24 Gaddafi fired surface-to-

Lawless says, the beginnings of a chuckle

air missiles toward U.S. aircraft that had

under his breath. “I remember one new guy

taken flight south of the Line of Death.

strolled up with a briefcase that had his

“Fortunately those missiles didn’t hit their

orders in it - I guess he was trying to look

targets, and within a couple days we

professional but he had lost the key. The

charged in,” Lawless remembers. “Gaddafi

officers gave him about one second to find

sent some boats. to attack us, and within

the key, and then they just destroyed that

·20 minutes it was ‘over and his boats were

briefcase to get it open.”

on the bottom of the ocean. It was scary

After finishing Aviation Structure Mechanic

and dangerous, but I had confidence in the

school in Millington, Tennessee, where

guys above me, and fortunately it was over

he learned to work on aircraft ejection

quick.”

seats and other high pressure air sys-

After more than two decades of military
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A Moment To Say
Thank You!
by: Alan Horner

FeedScrews

Here we are at the end of sum-

us get the work out the door.

a lot of larger jobs and projects

By Rich Streitmarter

mer, and the kids will all be

It has become obvious to me

going so that gives us good

back in school before we know

that the work is out there and

feelings about going into the

it. Where does the time go? It

Horner has certainly become

third quarter and the end of the

seems as though we just fin-

well known for their ability to

year.

ished last year and just started

turn the work around when our

With the world in such a mess,

out the new year. I wanted to

customers are in need and I

it seems as though each and

Coatings Division repairs

take a moment to extend my

believe in my heart that is the

every day something big is

feedscrews

require

sincere thanks to all of the

reason our business continues

in the news and it seems as

coatings but in this case

employees for all of their hard

to grow every year. The more

though there is more bad news

the customer specified re-

work during the first 7 months of

that we are willing to help our

than good. We all must stay

chroming the feedscrew. In

the year. I think it goes without

customers, when they are in

focused on the good things

saying that we have all been

need, the more work we will

that are happening and keep a

under the gun with more work

see from them. We want them

close eye on your co-workers

than we can possibly get out

to become dependent on us

making sure that if they need

the job. We finally located

the door. A direct result of that is

for their repair needs and trust

help or support that we recog-

a company in Pennsylvania

employees having to work a lot

that we will always do our best

nize that and offer them a kind

that specializes in custom

of overtime to take care of our

to take better care of them than

word, if you see someone is

fabricating new feedscrews

customer’s needs, which many

any of our competitors can,

struggling. A little bit of love can

of all types as well as repair-

of you have willingly given the

or will do. Most importantly,

go a long way helping a person

company your time.

there is no doubt that God has

when they are down. Be a good

The success of Horner is a

blessed us with work in all of

neighbor and friend and offer

direct reflection of the hard

our shops. For that, we must

those little encouraging words

sional and knowledgeable.

work that our employees give

be very thankful each and every

as you might be amazed at

We contracted the entire

us every day. It would not be

day that work comes in the

how that can turn someone’s

job out to them and they

possible without your efforts

door. We’ve had a overwhelm-

day around. I know I get caught

did a great job. I wanted

and for those of you that work

ing amount of opportunities

up in all the daily struggles and

to pass this info along to

long hours and on weekends, a

come our way this year that

probably need to do some of

special thanks goes out to all of

has stretched all of our abilities

that myself.

you. Along with your sacrifices,

and will power to get through

Thank you all for making our

it also takes time away from

these projects. A special thanks

company what it is today!

you need any additional info

your families and we all know

to all of those that have been

Without you, we have nothing

contact me.

how hard that can be. That

involved in these jobs as it has

but a lot of buildings and equip-

being said, we owe your fami-

taken a lot of people to make

ment that are worthless!!!

lies a big thank you, as well, for

them successful. It appears that

the time you are away helping

the next few months still have

Recently, Dennis Cardwell
(Sales) contacted me about
a customer who needed
a feedscrew re-chromed.
As you know, our Horner
that

Cincinnati we have several
chrome vendors but this was
a large screw and our normal vendors couldn’t handle

ing them. This is a family owned company that has
almost 45 years experience
and they are very profes-

everyone so we don’t pass
up any opportunities that
would involve the repair and
chroming of feedscrews. If
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Meet Tim Morris: New Distribution Manager
Years ago, Horner was outgrowing it’s

to the Royal Air Force Base in Mildenhall,

Returned to Montana and then moved to

Morris Street warehouse, and Machining

England where he worked as an officer in

McConnell Air Force Base in Kansas where

Services was moving into the Fan building.

charge of vehicle maintenance, then vehi-

he was the Director of Operations and then

With Horner’s expansion a new warehouse

cle operations, and finally petroleum, oil,

moved into the Director of Inspections sup-

down the road was established. This 90K

and lubricants and was then promoted to

porting over 7000 personnel.

sq. ft. warehouse now includes the Toshiba

First Lieutenant. The next assignment was

Deployed to Afganistan for the third time at

Warehouse, The Toshiba MOD shop, Asset

to Incirlik Air Base in Turkey where his team

Kabul supporting Operation RESOLUTE

Management for Customers, and our cor-

supported Operation IRAQI FREEDOM.

SUPPORT as the Director of US National

porate storage. Tim will oversee all these

The following is a list of Tim’s World travels

Support Element.

operations. The Toshiba Warehouse ships

and jobs in order:

Tim has been a lot of places but mostly

over 17K motors per year, and the MOD

Nellis Air Force Base in Las Vegas: Supply

enjoys his time at home with his family. He

shop will be modifying over 100 motors

Chain Management Flight Commander,

is married to wife Amy and they have two

per month. Tim is excited to take on the

promoted

kids. He is now looking forward to being

challenge and his expectation is take care

Director of Nellis Support Center, and

of the employees, improve the workplace,

then Deployment and Distribution Flight

find efficiencies that effect Horner’s bottom

Commander

line and increase quality for our customers.

Deployed to Afganistan: During ENDURING

Tim grew up in Franklin, IN where he

FREEDOM worked POL for the Army’s

played football, soccer and wrestled. He

82nd and 101st Airborne

enlisted in the Air Force when he was 17,

Moved to Malmstrom Air Force Base in

and went into basic training in 1997. Most

Montana as sole Logistics Officer for 819th

of his time was spent at Charleston AFB

Rapid Engineering Deployable Heavy

in South Carolina. He took college classes

Operations Repair Squadron

on the side. He soon got accepted into

Deployed to Afganistan for the second time

the Embry Riddle Aeronautical University

where he worked for the Navy SEABEEs

located in Daytona Beach, FL. He fin-

completing projects all over Southeast

ished his college in 2003 graduating with

Asia. His job was to support construction

honors and commissioned as a Second

material and 400 personnel.

Lieutenant.

Started work on projects in Eastern Bloc

Tim’s first assignment as an officer was

Countries and was promoted to Major.

to

Captain,

became

the

near family in Johnson County, IN.
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The Coating Process
By: Albert Anderson
Coatings recently received a job
for 64 shafts brought in by Joe
Motz. The customer is in food and
beverage. The shafts needed the
ceramic seal surface stripped and

Keeping Things Cool At One Of America’s
Largest Churches (Louisville) by: Terry Thorne

recoated. Although they are small

Horner Louisville received a

dren’s center, sports center and

was successful in winning the

this is time consuming. Have you

call from a large Mega Church

the administration building. In

bid to do the vibration route at

ever wondered what our process

located in Louisville, which

all, it’s spread out over a $93M

this Mega Church twice a year.

is?

is one of the top 10 largest

totally debt free 110-acre cam-

Like most companies today,

The first thing Coatings will do is

Churches in the U.S. They

pus that also includes multiple

this Mega Church is engaged

strip off the old coating, which is

called to see if we would be

baseball, and soccer fields,

in asset management and they

blasted off. The machinist then

interested in being able to do

(there are 7 parking lots). For

want to be made aware of

checks the area to be sprayed to

data collection and conduct

the life of me I couldn’t figure

a piece of equipment that is

ensure that the coating will have

vibration analysis for them on

out where they would have in

trending downward so they can

the proper thickness after finish-

their cooling system. When

excess of 30 circulation pumps

make plans to have it replaced.

ing. The parts are then masked

the call came in everyone at

for their cooling system hidden

Over 15,000 people attend

and grit blasted with fresh 20 grit

the branch thought, “what a

in the building(s), they also

church at this particular cam-

aluminum oxide. This will give the

strange request”. What could

have 2 large industrial sized

pus every week, spread out

shafts a clean rough texture that

possibility be at a Church that

cooling towers, but I knew

over 3 services, and the main-

the coating will grab onto. This

would need vibration data col-

where they were at.

tenance staff needs to make

is critical to ensure a good bond

lected?

Once we got down to the

sure that they keep their cool,

between the coating and the part.

Chris Probus contacted me to

equipment room it looked like

me included

The shafts are then sprayed with

discuss the opportunity, as this

most commercial mechanical

Chrome Oxide which comes in

is the Church I attend. We

rooms you’ve ever been in with

a powder form. It is sprayed on

arrived at the Church’s main

motors, pumps, controls, etc.

with our plasma flame spray gun.

campus, (there are 6 total),

with about 30 industrial style

The gun has a 20,000 degree

which has 6 main buildings

pumps keeping things at the

Fahrenheit flame that instantly

including the sanctuary, fellow-

right temperature. The good

melts the powder upon contact

ship halls, youth center, chil-

news is that Horner Louisville

with the flame. After the correct
thickness is sprayed on, the shafts
are ground to finish size, polished
and sent out like new.
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Honoring the Fourth
of July
Barb Spangler’s (HR) husband
Joe Spangler has been honor-

Springfield Helps Manufacturer After Dayton
Tornado by: Mike Harper

ing the Fourth of July every year

On Memorial Day, May 27th

To date, we have completed

cess of saving over 400 jobs.”

of Independence

at 11:30 PM, an F-3 tornado

balancing of fans and motor

Sometimes, our work at Horner

his driveway. Of course the

packing winds up to 140 MPH

rotors. Also, we have assem-

Industrial Group goes well

Declaration is very long so he

hit several homes and busi-

bled motors, fans and com-

beyond just dollars and cents.

writes the first 4-5 lines.

nesses in Dayton Ohio. One

pressors and performed final

When we help others who are

“The

of the businesses was Dayton

testing so they could ship to

less fortunate, they are very

of the thirteen United States of

Phoenix Group, a manufac-

Dayton Phoenix customers.

grateful for our efforts.

America, When in the Course

turer of specialty motors for

We are currently in the process

of human events, it becomes

the railroad industry. The storm

of setting up a dip and bake

necessary for one people to dis-

tore off half of the roof and

area just for Dayton Phoenix

solve the political bands which

destroyed the walls, leaving

motors, in the Springfield shop,

have

the steel structure intact. (see

using their specified epoxy var-

another, and to assume among

photos)

nish.

the powers of the earth, the

Dave

Since it may be a year before

separate and equal station to

Whited ran into a previous co-

the Dayton Phoenix 600,000

which the Laws of Nature and

worker that he had not seen

sq. ft. facility is rebuilt and

of Nature’s God entitle them, a

in 20 years. Corky Compton

operational, they are setting up

decent respect to the opinions

was a winder at our Springfield

a temporary facility in Vandalia,

of mankind requires that they

repair shop prior to leaving our

OH. at the old GM plant. We

should declare the causes which

shop to be the winding supervi-

have been asked to help them

impel them to the separation.

sor at Dayton Phoenix. Dave

with winding work on AC sta-

We hold these truths to be self-

and Corky exchanged phone

tors, to keep up with their cus-

evident, that all men are created

numbers and promised to stay

tomer demand. All four Horner

equal, that they are endowed

in touch.

motor shops may be involved

by their Creator with certain

The day after the tornado dev-

with these rewinds over the

unalienable Rights, that among

astated the Dayton Phoenix

next year.

these are Life, Liberty and the

facility, Corky called Dave to

Here is a quote from the Vice

pursuit of Happiness. “

see if we could help them. We

President of Dayton Phoenix:

Joe is a history teacher and

met with Corky and several

“Again, we are forever grateful

says It’s important that people

senior engineers to determine

for your company’s help these

remember why we separated.

what work we could do to help

last several weeks. Because of

Joe says he will continue to do

them.

your efforts, we are in the pro-

Two

weeks

earlier,

for the past 10 years. He does
this by writing the Declaration
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unanimous

connected

in chalk on

Declaration

them

with

it as long as his knees let him.

EASA Event: What’s Happening In Our Industry
The

Electrical

Apparatus

by: Terry Thorne

Service

Most EASA Shops today are operating on

Association, (EASA) is an international

outdated principles that no longer work in

trade association of more than 1,700 elec-

2019 and will need to change to continue

tromechanical service and sales firms of

to be vibrant successful companies.

electric motors, pumps, drives, transform-

-The Industrial internet of things, (IIOT),

ers, etc. with about 44,000 employees in

was prominent at the convention with mul-

nearly 80 countries. EASA provides direct

tiple devices and software solutions dis-

“how to” technical support to its’ members;

played at the convention. Connect-ability

along with technical support for sales,

from machine to machine, from machine

management, training and education. They

to management and from machine to

-Another topic of discussion is that EASA

provide excellent networking opportunities

vendors. Manufacturers are being faced

Shops have to stay up to date with their

along with a variety of excellent reference

with worker shortages at all levels and

customers’ technology needs both in prod-

and other resources. Horner Electric was

have to do more with less and less peo-

uct and services offerings but also in com-

the 655th member to join EASA on October

ple. Production demands are increasing,

mercial technology, enterprise software

31, 1957 and remains a member in good

and they have to find innovative ways to

etc. EASA shops will be forced to comply

standing to this day.

meet those demands to keep their pro-

by their customers’ demands on them.

Following are some of the topics covered

duction numbers up. Enter, automation.

-The future is new product sales for NEMA

at this year’s convention:

Manufacturers are looking for ways to keep

sized product as repair becomes too

-EASA Shops need to charge more for

their equipment up and running without

expensive due to hourly rates increasing

their products and services. They NEED

human intervention therefore they need

in response to worker wages increasing

profitability to finance growth. EASA Shops

more automation to monitor what’s going

and manufacturers lowering their product

need to become more professional in their

on in their plants. Our industry is definitely

costs, etc. Many companies are opting to

business practices. An economist who

moving in the direction of automation.

replace with new if it’s a standard NEMA

spoke at the convention is predicting a

-One of those areas is Asset Management.

frame instead of repair.

recession in ‘22 and ‘23 and stated that it

The need/desire to have people run vibra-

-A very fascinating seminar was conducted

is not going to be as bad as ’09 but as an

tion routes is becoming a thing of the past

by a Millennial to help “Baby Boomers”

industry we need to be prepared for it.

because younger engineers, (think mil-

understand Millennials. The one big take-

-EASA Shops need to employ solid

lennials), feel that it’s old school and that

away from the seminar is that they’re not

Management Principles to survive as too

there is too much time between collection

going to change to adapt to the “old” way

many EASA shops are mismanaged. Many

and analyzation. They’re looking for instan-

of doing things, AND, they need a LOT of

EASA Shops are family owned to the

taneous feedback that they can monitor

personal reinforcement. They will do the

second and third generation and are still

on electronic devices and route collection

work, but you have to explain to them why

running things like Dad or Grandpa did.

can’t give them that.

they’re doing the work.
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Cranberry Growers and Horner Automation

Tom Berkopes

An electric and control customer of Horner APG utilizes Horner

On his bogs alone, the customer saves roughly 100 man hours a

products to automate the cranberry growing process for clients

day, which includes driving time, checking the bogs individually,

across the Wisconsin area, revolutionizing the way cranberries

and manually operating diesel pumps. Compound that with fuel

are grown in the industry. Cranberry marshes have a long growing

savings for transportation and on the 25 diesel pumps that are

season, so often times they are faced with extreme temperatures.

automated to pump water only when needed throughout the day

To combat the temperature difference, cranberry farmers irrigate

and night, and the yearly savings get even better. And this is just

the bogs when the temperature rises and flood the bogs in low

one of the 40 marsh locations the customer has automated.

temperature to keep soil moisture from freezing. Without process

Cranberry marshes are only one example of how Horner products

automation, keeping the cranberry bogs at a consistent moisture

can be used to create an automated process to suit a variety of dif-

and temperature for growing throughout the season was a timely

ferent needs. Other agricultural fields could benefit from the ease

and inefficient task. Each marsh would have to be monitored

of use, control of harvest, resource and time savings, just as easily

individually, having someone in the field check each one individu-

as the Cranberry marshes in Wisconsin have. Whether automat-

ally. Then, pumps at each of the bogs would have to be activated

ing watering cycles based on time or monitoring moisture levels

manually depending on the temperatures, which meant late nights

so that the process actively adapts to the weather as it changes,

for farmers when it was colder and the bogs needed flooded.

Horner Automation products are revolutionizing the agricultural

The owner of the electric and control company inherited his first

process.

cranberry marsh unexpectedly; he already worked full-time in
another industry. He insisted on making it successful, even though
he had little time to invest on the marsh. He decided to turn to
process automation with Horner products so that he could monitor
the marshes and irrigate remotely.
The customer has used several different Horner products over
the years to suit his client’s needs, from simpler XLe controllers to

Controlling from the car

more robust XL7 controllers, SmartStix and SmartMod I/O. All of
the products have met certain needs individually, but all of them
move toward the same goals: to make the growing process easier
and to save money and resources.
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Things We Have In
Common:
Summer Vacation

John Rooks, Springfield with his 1955 Ford
Mike & Joyce
Harper
Springfield
Dale Hollow Lake

Dennis Cardwell
Indy
Grandkids first
day of school

Roger and Becky
Rayhel
Terre Haute
Skipper’s Pier
Deale, Maryland

Mike Smith
MFS
Alaska

Kerry Fork
Indy
Daughter and
Grandkids
Camping at Lake
Cumberland

Tony Lawless
Indy
Granddaughter
going to
Kindergarten

Rusty Syrus & Wife
MFS
Gatlinburg, TN

Gus Bezy
Louisville
Kids First Day of
School

Collin Mann &Wife
EMDS
Maine Trip

Tim Morris
Toshiba Warehouse
Kids First Day of
School

Bert Serak & Wife
Sales
Quarry Island,
Havre St. Pierre,
Quebec, Canada

Mari Garing
APG
Neighborhood First
Day of School (son
red shirt far left)

Rich Streitmarter
Cincinnati
Daughter and
Grandkids in Hawaii

Ryan Scott
Toshiba Warehouse
Kennedy Space
Center, FL

Ashley Eddelman
Coatings
Daughter Charley
going to
Kindergarten

Linda Sutton
Indy
Grandaughter Riley
going to
Kindergarten

Becky Frye
Indy
Grandchildren
on the first day of
school

Richard & Marcia
Sledge
Pumps
Natural Bridge KY

Rosie Frushon
Indy
Granddaughter at
Ky Kingdom
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Horner and INVets partner on Video with WRTV 6 Indianapolis
by: Kelly Russell
As we continue to grow and add new peo-

hosted at Great Lakes Naval Base and

Carhuff - Retired Army (MFS).

ple to the Horner Team, we use a variety

Fort Campbell and enjoyed meeting many

Word of our success got around - we were

of recruiting strategies such as traditional

great men and women who served our

approached by WRTV 6 to participate in

advertising in newspapers, internet adver-

Country – plus being on the military bases

a series they are running called Hiring

tising on career boards like Indeed and our

was pretty cool, seeing the history, secu-

Hoosiers promoting recruitment of candi-

own Horner Website, Employee Referrals

rity, platoon formations, etc.

dates coming out of their military service.

and in November 2018 we launched an

As we were vetting candidates, relocation

On July 9th WRTV 6 filmed interviews

effort to attract newly transitioning veterans

concerns became a topic of conversa-

and shop activities at the 1521 Motor

from all branches of the military to Horner.

tion so we reached out to Wes Woods at

Shop. Bill Carhuff was interviewed along

As we were trying to identify options and

Conexus Indiana who we met at one of the

with Wes Woods and Sally Breen. This

discussing with various folks - we were

career fairs. He runs a program call INVets

episode should air on or around Veterans

introduced to Sally Breen, a military mom,

that focuses on attracting former military

Day in November. The reporter said she

by our banking partner, Huntington Bank.

candidates to Indiana. We are proud to

would let us know the day and times the

Sally was an employment recruiter before

have three (3) employees so far who were

clip should air and share a copy with us so

she retired a few years ago. She agreed

recruited to the Horner Team as a result

we can make sure everyone who wants to

to help us get invitations onto a few

of the collaboration between Horner, Sally

can see it.

military bases through her son who is an

Breen and the INVets program:

Adam

Thank you to all the shop employees who

Army Officer stationed at Fort Campbell.

Smith - Navy (MFS); Theo Rodgers –

allowed us to video tape them while they

We have attended several career events

Retired Army (1521 Motor Shop); and Bill

were working.
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401K Education, 4 Basic Concepts of Investing: Asset Classes
One Important factor in retirement prepa-

the basic principles of investing can help

called asset classes.

ration Is choosing which options to invest

you on the road to determining which strat-

asset class tend to exhibit similar charac-

in.

egy may be suitable for you.

teristics and behave in a similar way in the

Because each investor has differ-

Options within an

ent goals and circumstances, there is

CONCEPT 1 – Asset Classes:

no set strategy that works for everyone.

investment options will fit into one of the

However, having a better understating of

three broad groupings of investment types,

Asset Allocation Funds are investment

folio of a fixed or variable mix of the three

options that provide investors with a port-

main Asset Classes.

Target Date funds are designed for people

investments over time. As a result, the

Target date funds are designed to provide

who plan to retire and begin taking with-

funds become more conservative as you

diversification and asset allocation across

drawals during or near a specific year.

approach retirement.

It’s important to

several types of investments and asset

These funds use a strategy that reallo-

remember that no strategy can assure a

classes, primarily by investing in underly-

cates equity exposure to a higher percent-

profit or prevent a loss in a declining mar-

ing funds.

age of fixed investments; the funds will

ket and the principal value of the target

shift assets from equities to fixed income

date funds is not guaranteed at any time.

Most

markets.

*Article Courtesy of One America
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Cinncinnati
Continues To Hire
by: Rich Streitmarter
Cincinnati

is

known

for

its years of experience in
hydraulic repair. Recently the

Unique Square Shaft At Machining Services
shafts for them and thanks to

Ohio makes magnetic drums

John Baumann he was award-

that can sort metal out of mate-

ed the contract along with the

rial on a conveyor belt. These

Machine Shop.

magnetic drums are for auto

The customer sends the mate-

shredding,

solid

rial to the Machine shop, where

waste, parts recovery, and iron

Horner will turn the ends down

ore cobbing just to name a few.

to the finished dimensions. They

like these show the depth of

These drums are for heavy duty

will drill all the holes and send it

capabilities we have in our

ferrous separation applications.

back to the customer. What’s

shops to help our customers.

They come in sizes in diameters

unique about these shafts is

from 36” to 72” and widths from

that they are square. The shafts

36” to 120”.

are made to be square so that

The magnetic manufacturer was

magnets can be attached to

currently looking for a company

them inside the drum. They are

who could manufacturer these

around 10 feet long. Projects

Brain Teaser

and hiring in new employees
that are ready to learn.

A magnetics manufacturer in

municipal

shop is seeing new faces

We would like to welcome
our newest employee to
the

Cincinnati

Hydraulics

Division.
Meet Josh Bishop. Josh will
be performing several duties
for us in the shop including
pick-ups & deliveries, vehicle inspections, shipping &
receiving, painting, as well as
exit procedures for outgoing
repairs.
He has a background that is
a perfect fit for these positions. Josh has Customer
Service experience, a DOT
Certification and many years

This Editions Prize: $50 Giftcard

What word is spelled wrong in every

Before Mt. Everest was discovered, what

dictionary?

was the highest mountain in the world?

experience providing timely
and safe route deliveries in
a variety of different style
vehicles. He also possesses

Answer: MT Everest, It just wasn’t

a good mechanical skillset

discovered yet

that is important for all repair
shops.

Three days to give me your answer.

Last quarters winners:

The right answers will go into a drawing

$50 in Gift card + Goodie Bag: Ryan Scott,

for a final winner. There will be 3 additional

Toshiba-Horner Warehouse

prizes for 2nd-4th place. We will wait for all

$25 Gift card + Goodie Bag: Terri Hoosier, Indy

locations to receive before drawing.

Horner Goodie Bag: Kevin Buchanan, Indy

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

Horner Goodie Bag: Kim Wessel, APG

We welcome Josh to the
Cincinnati team and look forward to a long and successful relationship!
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Our Unique Employees And Their Families

Kent Seavers (Terre
Haute) new Grandbaby Jonah

Darrell Haltom (Indy)
son graduated as a
Doctor of Physical
Therapy

Terre Haute Guys: Flip Phone
Club

HORNER INSIDER

ISSUE 21

Mike Cosgwell’s
(Indy) stepdaughter
Mady: Morgan County
Princess

Troy Elder’s Son (Ft Wayne) First
day of Medical School

Dave Mader (Springfield) Grandaughter
Scott Inman (LogisKayla and her dad at BootCamp graduation tics) with his Grandleft and son Jeffery serving in Iraq right
daughter JoHanna

Indy Counter Helps
out Local Restaurant
w/ motor and gets
rewarded

Kim Wessel
(APG) new Grand
Niece Emma

SUMMER 2019

Horner Employees In Action

Nathan Anderson
(Fan & Fab) new
Daughter Samantha

Charles Sahm
(Machining Services)
Served in Air Force

Randy Ray (APG)
Married!

